
Home Learning for Year 6 (Red)  

Wednesday 29
th
 April 

 

 

Writing Learning 
 
Today, I would like you to complete to SPaG questions 
below – it has been some time since we looked at this 
particular area! 
 

1. Circle the most suitable conjunction to complete 
the sentence below. 

 
Jessica ran out of milk ________ she went to the 
shop. 
 
because  so   as   next 
 

2. Complete the sentences below using I or me. 
 

___ needed to go to the shops. 
The dog was watching ___ get his dinner ready. 
My friend was thinking it was ___ who bought her 
the surprise birthday present. 
 

3. it was raining on tuesday even though the 
weather forecast said it would not rain in hull. 
 

a) Circle three words in the sentence that should 
start with a capital letter.  
 

b) For one of the words you have identified, explain 
why it needs a capital letter.  

 

 

Reading Learning 
 
Read pages 13 – 16 and answer the following 
questions: 
 

1. What was hidden under the bed? 
 

2. “My box was clinical”.  
What does the word ‘clinical’ mean? 

 

3. Why do you think Matthew’s dad would 

be upset if he knew about the box? 

 

4. Find an example of exaggeration on 

page 16. 

 

5. Why wouldn’t Matthew play pool in the 

conservatory with his dad? 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 



 

 

Topic Learning 
 

Why not start to build your very own nature reserve close to 
your house and build a wildlife pond! All you need is a small 
washing up bowl or a plant pot. 

 
Place it in a light position but one that is not full of sun all 
day. If you can, you could bury it in the ground but you don’t 
need to. 
 
Add some gravel, rocks or even a log and create different 
depths. Let your bowl fill with rainwater (do not use tap 
water as it contains chemicals). If you can, even add a 
couple of pond plants such as a mini water lily. 
 
Sit back and watch the wildlife that comes to your pond. 
You may see birds drinking from your pond, and after a 
period of time, look out for tiny insects called cyclops and 
midge larvae which wriggle like worms! Take photos and 
keep a journal of the wildlife you see as your pond matures.  

 
 

 

Maths Learning 
 

Complete the following arithmetic calculations: 

 

1. 405 - ______ = 218 
2. 90 + (50 x 10) =  
3. 200 x 90 =  

4. 0.3  1000 =  
5. 3 – 1.19 = 

 
Now answer the following: 
 
List all of the prime numbers between 10 and 30. 
 
The sum of two prime numbers is 36. 
What are the numbers? 
 
Use the clues to work out the number: 

 It is greater than 10 

 It is an odd number 

 It is not a prime number 

 Is it less than 25 

 It is a factor of 60 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



  



 


